This contribution puts forward some recent advances in the rigorous (asymptotic) theory of gravity-(and capillarity-)driven shallow flow of a viscous liquid past a horizontal plate, originating in jet impingement oblique to it. Hence, our concern is twofold: with steady developed flow over the distance from the jet centre to the trailing edge of the plate, referred to as a pronounced hydraulic jump blurred by viscous diffusion; with the predominantly inviscid transcritical limit arising near the edge due to scale reduction given an intrinsic expansive singularity taking place there. In the latter situation envisaged briefly, condensing nonlinear inertial effects, weak time dependence, and (very) weak streamline curvature as the essential ingredients into a distinguished limit demonstrates the generation of a weak (transcritical) hydraulic jump by a plate-mounted obstacle.
Developed viscous flow: branching from Watson's towards Higuera's state
The hydraulic jump in a liquid film (with uniform density, viscosity, and surface tension) on a horizontal plate originating in jet impingement, with gravity acting vertically, represents an appealing phenomenon in fluid mechanics, of great engineering importance, and which has withstood a description complete or satisfactory from a rational point of view: for illustration, Fig. 1a displays a quite perfect realisation of a laminar axisymmetric jump; for a good survey and predictions made by currently adopted averaging methods applied to the shallow-water equations we refer to [2] . Interestingly, their straightforward solution and thus a first rigorous calculation of the stationary jump under the action of viscous shear were not available until the publication of Higuera's seminal study [3] . Most important, he surmounted the weak ellipticity of the problem, as closed by a proper downstream condition imposed at the plate edge, by a transient numerical scheme and marching towards a steady state. Watson's strictly supercritical self-preserving flow [4] emerging very close to the jet impact provides his upstream condition.
Our analysis, adopting the long-wave approximation, confirms that gravity becomes dominant and capillarity is still insignificant at a typical distanceL from jet impingement where the flow has already undergone the transition, considered in [5] , towards Watson's developed state. Setting the characteristic shallow-water Reynolds number to unity yields a typical film heightH. Then G, x [r := (3x) 1/3 ] non-dimensional withL, h(x) [h/r] withH, η, and f (x, η) denote respectively the reciprocal Froude number formed withH, the streamwise coordinate pointing from the jet centre (Fig. 1a) , the local vertical film height, the thereby normalised vertical coordinate pointing from the locally distorted plate surface y = b(x), say, and the streamfunction dimensionless with the volumetric flow rate in a planar (2D) [axisymmetric (AXI)] shallow-water limit. Thus
forms the shallow-water problem. Contrasting with [3] , our formulation accounts unambiguously and in a numerically ideal manner for the singular point
, providing the match with Watson's state indicated by the subscript W . Even more important, we, in contrast, compute smooth solutions of the boundary-initial value problem (1) directly by marching in x-direction as we can show that it is well-posed in the sense of [6] for any x > 0 and f ′′ (x, 0) > 0 (attached flow) and might become ill-posed for some specific f ′′ (x, 0) < 0. The latter is dealt with by a proper remeshing strategy. Despite the canonical affine transform
(2D, AXI)] equivalent to fix G as 1 (transcriticality in the hydraulic limit), the solutions to (1) exhibit a genuine non-uniqueness given a new class of irregular perturbations for
Here C < 0 means compressive and C > 0 expansive branching from the regular solution; the coefficient C is "chosen" by the marching method and numerical resolution. Its control is rather challenging in view of the strong growth of γ with x. 
cf. [7] cf. [7] cf. [3] c)-7.5 -5 -2. Since (1) precludes downstream marching to x = ∞ [2] , it terminates in a singular fashion at some x-value (e.g. ≃ 0.92151 for the results referring to G = 1 shown in Fig. 1b) to be interpreted as the plate edge: there the shallow-water flow anticipates scale-shortening due to pronounced localised streamline curvature by vertical momentum transfer (and capillarity). This expansive singularity represents the classical Burns-Lighthill criterion and thus transcriticality met locally. It is attained either rapidly (C > 0) or after the flow has undergone a smoothed jump associated with strong separation (C < 0) as originally considered in [3] , where prescribing that singularity yields the aforementioned downstream condition. Our "shooting" approach allows for a most comprehensive understanding of the flow structure also insofar as it sorts out an alternative form of edge singularity, first proposed to occur in hypersonic interactive boundary layers [7] : Fig. 1c . Those exhibit locally also the "hydrostatic" proportionality between pressure and displacement exerted by the near-wall flow. We finally settled this ambiguity analytically-and justified Higuera's choice-as we revealed a structural inconsistency of the latter singularity. Importantly, our analysis allows for a first self-consistent continuation of the flow picture past the edge. For nearly supercritical flow (G ≪ 1), the inclusion of streamline curvature in the above proportionality avoids the singularity by virtue of viscousinviscid interaction of double-layer type; a mechanism otherwise underlying the onset of an accordingly strong jump [5] .
A strikingly different situation can arise for axisymmetric steady flow over a rotating disc: a sufficiently strong centrifugal force marginalises the edge singularity (so that it can again be regularised by including streamline curvature) and eventually suppresses it. In turn, the solution to the shallow-water equations exists all along an infinitely large disc and describes fully developed flow as r → ∞. This intriguing scenario governing the formation of a rotatory jump is a topic of current research.
Transcritical Korteweg-de-Vries limit
Rigorous scale reduction near the trailing edge recovers a situation known from horizontal transcritical slender layers at large Reynolds number, where the triple-deck formalism (lower deck LD, upper deck UD) describes accordingly weak jumps [8] .
The relevant non-dimensional, suitably scaled UD variables of O(1) are a slow time T , x stretched near the edge as X, a dominant pressure variation P (X, T ), the (now weakly time-dependent) plate elevation b rescaled as B(X, T ), and coefficients ν > 0, ǫ measuring the displacement of the LD flow and strength of streamline curvature. For sufficiently weak scale reduction in x-direction, the UD flow decouples from that in the LD as described by the extended Korteweg-de-Vries (KdV) equation
For developed flow, the absence of the main deck leaves us with a two-layer structure, originating in the terminal singularity structure (X → −∞) and the onset of an overfall more close to the edge (X → 0 − ). In addition, in the degenerate limit ǫ = 0, ν → 0 inertia (nonlinearity), supercritical detuning of the oncoming flow (+P X ), and viscous dissipation at play are still sufficient to describe the formation of a jump. Fig. 1d visualises the solution of (3) for ǫ = 0, ν = 0.2 initiated by an instantaneously emerging Gaussian bump (B > 0) marching toward a stationary jump; the hump forces the subcritical flow to become supercritical again (in an over-expansive manner). An ongoing asymptotic analysis for ν → 0 yields a generic picture: the critical flow above the hump crest just exceeding a certain height triggers a jump upstream of higher crests; if their height reaches an upper threshold, the jump is pushed towards X = −∞; for higher crests, no stationary solutions exist (choking).
